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“We want to verify that our
retailers’ information is correct.
Now [after using Address
Object], our data is uniform
and clean”

DA N S KO
INC.

- Robert Foley
Web Applications Administrator

Dansko Helps Consumers Locate Retailers via GeoCoding Tool
Company
Dansko, Inc.

Industry
Footwear Manufacturer, Distributor

Challenge
Dansko distributes its footwear to more than 3,500 retail locations. The company sells its
products through specialty retailers and via online shoe venues such as Zappos.com and
Shoes.com. In the past, Dansko manually validated its retailers’ contact data – a painstaking, lengthy ordeal, to say the least. The company also compiled their customer contact
data through outside sources, which left them feeling as if they had no control over the
information streaming into their database. So this wholesale footwear distributor did the
natural thing – it searched for a data quality solution that would verify and standardize
addresses, and append latitude and longitude coordinates to its contact data. The best fit
– Melissa Data.

Solution

About Dansko Inc.
Dansko is an employeeowned marketer of high
quality, comfort footwear
headquartered in a LEED
registered building in West
Grove, PA. Founded in
1991 with the launch of
its first product a Stapled
Clog, Dansko remains
the market leader in the
clog category and has
expanded into a full range
of styles available in over
3,500 locations worldwide.

Melissa Data’s Address Object®, a customizable address verification tool, and GeoCoder
Object®, which links geographic data to the ZIP+4™ level.

Benefits
›› Verify and standardize addresses
›› Catch data-input errors at point of entry
›› Append lat/long coordinates for store locator tools
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Rancho Santa Margarita
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1-800-MELISSA
F 949-589-5211
P 949-858-3000
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Results
Dansko uses Address Object to validate and standardize its retailers’ contact data, which
includes each store’s vital statistics such as address, city, state and ZIP Code™. “We want
to verify that our retailers’ information is correct,” says Robert Foley, the web applications
administrator for the company. “Now [after using Address Object], our data is uniform and
clean.”
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Once the address is verified and corrected, the company uses GeoCoder to append latitude
and longitude coordinates – allowing the company to pinpoint the exact location of each
retailer’s store.
This use of GeoCoder is critical, especially when it comes down to one of Dansko’s important Web site features. The company’s Web site – Dansko.com – features a “Find a Store”
lookup function, which enables shoppers to locate Dansko retailers by entering in a ZIP
Code or state. After typing in your ZIP Code or state, the “Find a Store” function will display
a listing of local retailers who sell the Dansko brand.
Utilizing both address data quality tools has enabled Dansko to gain more control over its
retailers’ contact data. The Address and GeoCoder Objects are customizable APIs, giving
the company more flexibility and control over its address verification process.
And in terms of Melissa Data’s documentation, Foley says it’s good. “Once we got up and
running, the tools were easy to use,” he notes.

About Melissa Data
Melissa Data is a leading provider of data
quality and mailing
solutions. Melissa Data
helps companies acquire
and retain customers,
validate and enhance
data, improve marketing ROI and save money
on postage and mail
processing. Since 1985,
Melissa Data has helped
companies like Mercury
Insurance, Xerox, Disney,
AAA, and Nestle improve
customer communications.
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